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About This Game

CLAD in IRON: Philippines 1898  is a Spanish-American War alternate history naval game in which a turned-based wargame
and a real-time strategy are combined.

Alternate history is a genre of fiction consisting of stories in which historical events occur differently. These stories contain
"what if" scenarios at crucial points in history and present outcomes other than those in the historical record.

Historical Events:
The first battle between American and Spanish forces was at Manila Bay where U.S. Navy's Asiatic Squadron defeated a

Spanish squadron. The following Dewey's victory, Manila Bay was filled with the eight warships of Germany. The Germans
expected the confrontation to end in an American defeat, with the Filipinos revolutionaries capturing Manila and leaving the

Philippines ripe for German picking. The main forces of the U.S. Asiatic Squadron, including the mighty cruiser USS Olympia,
are forced to guard the Manila Bay from German warships.

"What if" Scenario:
The shocking outcome of the Battle of Manila Bay spurred the Spanish government to organize a relief expedition. Warships,

troopships and transports arrived from Spain to Iloilo City. Coming new battle between the rising and falling empire!

Gameplay Description:
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Manage your fleet and army, hunt the enemy's fleet, hide your weak squadrons in protected ports until reinforcements arrive,
blockade enemy trade routes, amphibious assaults and harbour sieges, struggle for dominance over the seas in turned-based

strategic mode - all of these actions are possible in CLAD in IRON: Philippines 1898.

The real time tactical battle mode allows you to set up battles and squadron groups with their formations and management using
realistic ship models and characteristics as well as advanced ballistics and weapon models. Choose your ships, increase the

experience of your crews and send your squadron into the high seas. Command a battle formation and experience the power of
iron and steam in a turned-based maritime strategy mode while fighting battles with a tactical real time naval simulation game.

Raise anchor and get CLAD in IRON: Philippines 1898 NOW!

ATTENTION! In the game there is no interactive training, only a textual manual.
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Title: Clad in Iron: Philippines 1898
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Totem Games
Publisher:
Totem Games
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: CPU Pentium 4 / Athlon 1.1 GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: compatible with DirectX 9.0C 512 Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: compatible with DirectX 16-bit

English,Russian
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So they fixed the main problem that this game was having and have added updates so I am switching my review from negative
to positive. They added cab sway which gives it more realism, they added more ai trains during rush hour making the game way
more active. The missions are nice and add some challange. The trains should have 3 notches on the accelerator not 4. And the
sun glare is mixed up. You get glare heading into the city in the morning and glare going to Flushing in the afternoon/evening
when it should be the other way around. The sounds are good considering most simulators focus on other details. I like the
graphics definatly better then BVE. I now would recommend this game to other simulator fans.. I found "Affairs of the Court:
Choice of Romance" to be a rather interesting game compered to other games of its kind, it felt like the game was always
pushing you to date the queen which i at time hated it. Plus the hole "l'm going to be king" thing your family keep push you to
do, doesn't work like that.

BUT all things consided if your tired of playing the choice your own story games that are like spys, army and wars and all that,
and you want a game thats driven by "love" then you should consider playing this.. This game is cancer I'd like my $3.29 back. I
have a very good laptop but somehow i only average 20fps on this game. I loved the intro but it was so boring and clunky i
couldn't continue. It doesn't seem like it is a bad game but it was slow and controlled weird.. Reason to play QoS:
- only needs keyboard, so great for laptops & travel gaming
- brilliant "just one more round" gameplay
- lightweight enough to tinker when brain is tired
- complex enough to stretch every last cognitive capacity when brain is doing well
- simple rules that combine to generate fiendish environmental puzzles that will cause you to curse the day you stepped foot in
the mines until finally you solve it and TAKE THAT UNIVERSE I AM AN INVINCIBLE AVATAR OF MINING AND
<bumps a rock accidentally> <dies> <weeps softly>
- Crabbens is love.. Best HoMM game,totally recommend.. Amazing game!

The puzzles were great. There were puzzles with several "levels" to them, intuitive and incredibly fun! I did not solve every
single puzzle by myself but after seeing the solution to the one or two I cheated through it should have been possible to have
solved those as well. I think they are suitable for most people even though some are easier and some harder.

The story was also very good. It was interesting all the way through and it made me want to speed through some puzzles just to
get to hear the rest. I liked that there was voice acting as well as the notes and journals found. The sounds, music and visuals
created an awesome setting and feeling.

Somehow the game managed to create a beatiful yet a bit creepy atmosphere.

The only downside was that the mouse had acceleration (which I usually disable) and seemed to have a bug where the mouse
speed changed a bit when crouching or just in specific places in the world. It was very minor.

10/10
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For me on Linux doesn't even work. After starting the game I can only see Unity and publisher logo and as soon as menu shows
up, the game close itself without any error message or something.

I own this game for quite a long time, I've tested at least 4 different updates, but every update makes things worser than before.
On the first Version that I had, I could at least start a new game. It crashed after few seconds, but it was better.

Right now I don't belive, that the Studio could make this game playable.I've thrown my money away, please don't make the
same mistake.

I've really wanted this game to suceed, because INTERMARUM is a polish game developer and I'm a polish programmer, so it
was a little bit personal. I'm very sad, but I cannot recommend this game :(. Nice Game !!!. Is the tank the weapon, or are your
weapons the weapon, and if so why the singular naming for a plural set of objects? Is Heavy Weapon Deluxe really a screed
about the division of self from society and how we are in truth a greater, unperceived whole, meaning our identity is beyond our
control and indeed an artificial construct we bolt together piecemeal from the social experience of those with whom we
identify?

Dammit, Sartre, stop making me think and just give me Peggle 2 already.. Could be a good game. A little basic for now but has
potential. Seems to have bugs at moment on positioning you in the tank with the right control grip. This should select gunner or
command positions but it was sending me out of the tank at random spots, sometimes half in half out tank, other times 50 mtrs
away from tank. Had to restart to get back inside. The graphics are dated, but hey, it's 79p. Keep updates coming and I'm sure
it'll be fine. Uk-Kestrel. Standard front-scrolling shooter. But it when on sale. Mildly recommended... Like a real Arcade, but
without the hordes of children and bad fast food. The tickets and prizes are a very cool addition. My daughter and I had fun
playing it.. To preface, my playtime is a bit off, it should be something more like 17 or 18 hours. That aside, I'd say I was
pleasantly surprised by Office Lovers. I came into it with somewhat low expectations, but it turned out better than I thought. For
starters, the concept didn't really draw me in, as I've never been the type to be into work relationships or even forbidden
romance in particular. Plus, a game focused around working and offices just sounds boring in general. But it was actually
alright, the art is really clean and pretty and the character designs are enough to tickle my fancy. I do have to agree with some of
the other reviews as there really was quite a bit of sexual harassment, though I suppose I've come to expect this from a
Dogenzaka Lab game, lol. It really wasn't that bad and I would just classify it as dub-con at best, which isn't unusual in the
otome genre. Not to mention I actually really like the protagonist of this game, she was a really hard worker and didn't just
passively let these guys do whatever they want, she said 'no' and gave her opinions too. There were a few comments made that
seemed a bit sexist, and I could have done without them, but I don't think they were too out-of-character for this game either.

One of my few complaints is that while the soundtrack is on the same level as boring elevator music, the part that got me is
when it would just very abruptly stop and go silent for a while or switch to something completely different. The cuts were rather
jarring and usually not even during 'tense' moments where it would be deemed appropriate. The translation was good, the few
errors that arose were often easily overlooked, and sometimes some of the characters' names would revert back to kanji for a
line or two, but the script as a whole was clear to understand. It took some deciding but I think Hyoga's route is my favourite, he
seemed the least pushy of all of them and the most believable in his love for the protag - but Kaido was pretty cool too. I had fun
with this otome, even when they just talked about work it wasn't a complete snooze-fest and it was nice seeing the protagonist's
passion for her job and how well she worked with the others. +1 rec from me!. I prefer this one to the original.

Oh..Sir! The Hollywood Roast is a sequel to Oh...Sir! The Insult Simulator but with film parodies.

The insults include references to Donald Trump as well as classic and modern movies as well as film production, and probably a
lot more I haven't found yet.

The locations also include references to movies and TV Shows. There's Walter White on a Wanted Poster in a map called "The
good, the bad, and your momma" (a reference to the good, the bad and the ugly). The characters are parodies of Gandolf from
The Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, and Marilyn Monroe.

The company intros at the beginning are obvious homages to MGM, and 21st Century Fox.

I originally gave the original a negative review, but I love this game and I definetly recommend it.
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On top of the new jokes and references, the game also has slightly better gameplay. It tells you how much each insult is worth,
so if you string 2 insults together it will say Insult 1 is worth 7 points, but you get a multiplier for using the same opener in the
previous round, as well as what insult 2 is worth, rather than the total of both combined....helping you get better at the game as
you play more.

My only real complaint is that even though it has Steam Workshop support, these are only reskins for existing characters, and I
feel this game would have a larger lifespan if they were new characters, and say...you could pick a strength and a weakness or
whatever.

Would definetly recommend. It's 3 quid, how can you skip on this game?. Doing a mini review for all my games.

Thought i would experiance bomber man from my childhood but this game is honestly not good.. its free but theres only 6 maps
4 of which are basically a copy. It takes the concept of bomberman but doesnt do anything well.. Picked up this gem in the 2018
winter sale. A nice old school story driven adventure filled with Lovecraftian themes.

The game takes place in and around a small town, with lots of areas to explore; some areas you will keep coming back to, and
new areas open up as the story progresses. The horror focuses on building a foreboding atmosphere, tension and sense of dread.
Don't expect jump scares. After quite a slow start, the story picked up and kept me intrigued. Quite clichéd at times but I
enjoyed it nonetheless. I took around 5 and a half hours to finish, exploring at a leisurely pace.

Puzzles are quite simple (fine by me as I was mainly here for the story anyway) and there are some quick time events though
they are very easy (only ever one button). I did end up stuck on a couple of occasions, and ended up wandering aimlessly for a
while.  1. Didn't realise the game started with matches in the inventory and was looking for a way to light the candle by the attic.
At this point the whole game world was open so I ended up wandering miles out of town to find a solution. Not sure if that's
indended behavior?; 2. Got stuck trying to find the switch to open the painting in Lilith's Mansion. 

Controls are quite clunky using mouse and keyboard, but I got used to the quirks after playing a bit. Would probably have used a
controller instead if I had one to hand.

Graphics do the job, but aren't mindblowing. I thought the cel-shaded effect on the characters detracted from the atmosphere a
little, but weren't really an issue. The game runs OK on a 3.5 year old MacBook on lowest settings. (I'm away from my usual
gaming rig for the holidays!)

The music is delightful! The soundtrack stays fresh thoughout the entire game while being cohesive as a whole. Audio is quite
simple, unfortunately there is no voice acting, but the ambient sounds are pretty good and definitely rounds off the overall feel
of the setting.

Some elements of the game felt a little unpolished (a wall of text to explain how to play, instead of a tutorial; the UI for item
interaction and text dialogs was a little messy) but didn't bother me too much as the game was enjoyable overall.

This is a very nice horror adventure if you can see past its flaws, and is deserving of more attention IMO. A lot of passion went
into building this game and I look forward to seeing what Winter Night Games delivers in the future! :)

CLAD in IRON: 3 in 1 BUNDLE Available Now!:
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/9533/_CLAD_in_IRON_3_in_1/. Steam achievements are now live in Clad in Iron:
Philippines 1898!:
We have prepared for you a collection of 24 achievements: for the capture of important harbors, for the destruction of the
strongest enemy ships, for the successful use of mines and torpedoes, for improving the experience of your infantry and ships.

Now you will be able to track your progress in the game and record important milestones, and also show your level of skill to
our gaming community. We hope they will encourage people to get the most from the game!. Some interface changes in the
TBS mode:
Inspired by a player named Tempest, we updated the interface on the battle map in strategy mode. Now all slots for ships,
infantry or buildings of one side have only one color. In addition, it is now easier to understand which harbor the player controls,
and which ones are his computer opponent.. Clad in Iron: Philippines 1898 - Free update of the game from January 4,
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2019:
1. TBS mode. The division of all the harbors in the shallow and deep. Now, large ships will not be able to enter the shallow
harbor.
2. TBS mode. The probability of a ship undermining a minefield depends on its size.
3. TBS mode. The probability of a successful attack of a torpedo boats depends on the size of the target.
4. Fixed some bugs.. Our war games in the top on WARGAMER:
Back in April, the largest and one of the most respected professional* online magazines about the wargames 
WARGAMER.COM included our games in the list of the best naval war games. The news was a little late, but better later than
never.

It's nice to be together with such games as JUTLAND, VICTORY AT SEA, SILENT HUNTER and BATTLESTATIONS:
PACIFIC.

https://www.wargamer.com/articles/naval-war-games-subsim/

*We respect the alternative opinion of gentlemen from Grogheads
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